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I1 have long admired lyndon cooks persistent painstaking
efforts in writing enlightening historical biographical commentaries
and editing important historical documents crucial to the study of
joseph smith and early mormon history 1 his most recent contribu-
tion william law principally a primary source monograph sur-
veys the thoughts and actions of this apostate who was a member
of the first presidency during the final year of the prophet joseph
smiths life the reader of this book will gain a deeper understand-
ingingofindofof the tensions and emotions of this turbulent period ofmormon
history cook is to be commended for researching and docudocumentingmenting
the early faith and later struggles of william law modern students
of mormon history now have a closer more personal glimpse of
this controversial church leaders life

william law 1809 1892 assisted by his older brother wil-
son along with the foster and higbee brothers and several other
active nauvoo dissenters published the first and only issue of the
antagonistic nauvoo expositor which included among other
things a scandalous and hostile expose of joseph smiths polyga-
mous activities laws expositor fanned the already hot flames of
conflict between him and leading mormon elders through the
auspices of the nauvoo city council joseph smith acting as
mayor condemned the expositor press as a public nuisance and
ordered it destroyed when nauvoo citizens acted on the
prophets request he and his brother hyrum were arrested for pro-
moting a riot incarcerated at carthage illinois and killed by a
vigilante mob who stormed the jail that tragedy was the capstone
of an emotionally tempestuous religious conflict that had existed
for at least half a year between the mormon prophet leader and his
second counselor in william laws view their differences were
monumental from late 18431845 until early 1844 joseph smiths
hopes for reconciliation with his counselor in the first presidency
dimmed while the animosity between them deepened
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the greatest practical and theological difference between
william law and joseph smith involved the morality of polygamy
cooks monograph misfillsmls a conspicuous void by providing modernmodem
researchers with laws negative views on the introduction and
early practice of celestial marriage few church members knew of
the private teachings and guarded activities of joseph smith and
his confidants church leaders in nauvoo publicly denied any
involvement in polygamous relationships As cook points out
william law although an endowed member of the anointed quo-
rum was unaware for some time that joseph smith and others had
been sealed to additional wives 23 24 ironically in the summer
of 1842 law defended the prophet against the vicious spiritual
wife accusations leveled by another disgruntled counselor in the
first presidency john C bennett this book describes in detail
laws reaction to nauvoosNauvoos clandestine plural marriages and his
subsequent alienation from smith and the other leaders over this
and other religious and political issues

although the first section of cooks monograph is a bio-
graphical essay providing an overview of william law and his life

the parts of the book are disconnected the book has no intro-
duction cook could have helped the reader by writing a general
overview explaining the relationship of the essay with the various
documents in the rest of the book also cook might have
described his documentary editorial procedures included a
william law chronology and transcribed other relevant docu-
ments for example the prospectus for the nauvoo expositor and
laws own contributions to the expositor

the biographical essay is a near verbatim reproduction of
cooks 1982 william law article 2 comprising more than twenty
percent of the book the essay is still the most complete synopsis
on william law and from that standpoint alone it is an important
offering cook details five points of contention 13 27 that in
william laws mind justified his apostasy law believed that the
prophet joseph smith 1 defied illinois state law 2 manipulated
politicians for selfish purposes 3 ignored the established order
of the church during his laws excommunication trial 4 used
ecclesiastical authority to control the financial affairs of the saints
and 5 introduced false doctrines and corrupt clandestine prac-
tices thereby corrupting his priesthood authority this article
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explores all five points objectively with substantial support from
relevant primary sources

except for some minor adjustments cook has not expanded
or updated the biographical article he does reverse the spin of his
opening paragraph in 1982 it read dissent is not a novel topic in
mormon history nor is it the most urgent issue confronting the
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints today twelve years later
it reads dissent is not a novel topic in mormon history yet it is
an urgent issue confronting the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints today 1 emphasis added in 1994 cooks references show
signs of age and scholarly neglect all the secondary sources in the
footnotes are dated before 1982 for instance he cites an earlier
less accurate version of his revelations of the prophet joseph
smith 3 cook does not cross refreferenceerencearence manuscript sources used or
cited in the footnotes which have since 1982 been published thus
making these documents more accessible to the general reader for
instance cook refers to the 1974 published version ofwilliam clay
tons 1840 1842 journal but not to the printed wilford woodruff
journal published in 1983 4 nor to either of the published versions
of josephofjoseph smiths diary thus footnote 51 directs the reader to an
unpublished revelation in joseph smiths scriptory book a docu-
ment which has been printed twice since 1982 5

undoubtedly the books most significant addition to the cor-
pus of mormon nauvoo history is william laws 1844 diary pub-
lished in its entirety for the first time the record of doings
at nauvoo covers in sporadic entries the period of january 1

through the latter part of june 1844 this remarkable personal
record captures the spiritual and emotional pain law felt as he was
tried and tested by the doctrinal and moral issues that confronted
him in nauvoo

for unexplained reasons cook does not in this section iden-
tify the location of the original diary though an obscure footnote
midway through the biographical essay reveals that the diary is in
private custody 18 n 5553 readers deserve tornowtoknowto know the prove-
nance of a previously unpublished diary particularly in the wake
of mark hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns nefarious activities forging manuscripts in the
1980s at a minimum the diarysdiarus physical characteristics should
have been described and bracketed page numbers inserted to des-
ignate the division of the original text while the procedures used
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for editing the diary and other historical documents in william
law are never explicitly described cook seems to have taken a
minimalist approach supplying a literal transcription without any
editorial apparatus to expand or clarify the text

laws nauvoo diary is annotated with a judicious number of
footnotes adequate yet not interfering with the strength of the
primary text however in two instances the footnotes are too
lengthy and hence are typographical eyesores footnotes 7 and 11

each over two and a half pages long include extensive extracts
from supporting documents these sources if so important
should have been included in the books appendix in spite of
these deficiencies in annotation laws diary is a vivid testament to
his heartrending challenges in faith and devotion to the mormon
church and its leaders

As is the biographical article the correspondence section
including the first six letters ranging in date from 1837 to 1840

and their accompanying footnotes is reprinted from another
of cooks BYU studies articles with only slight modification 6

to these pre 1841 writings cook has added three documents from
the times and seasons that were written by law eight letters
from law and one affidavit these documents provide interesting
details that continue to challenge those who study the subject of
mormon polygamy in nauvoo basic bibliographic information is
given at the beginning of each document but no page references
are given for the previously published material

the lengthy wilhelm wyl william law interview conducted
in march 1887 is included as the fourth section 7 because law was
joseph smiths close associate this reminiscence of his time with
the mormonscormons is revealing without an introduction or overview
however the reader knows little of the context or background
of the interview given the strong antipolygamy sentiment in amer-
ica the anti mormon bent of interviewer wilhelm wyl laws bitter
opposition to the prophet joseph smith and publication of the
interview in an openly anti mormon salt lake newspaper it comes
as no surprise that laws recollections were predominately negative

the last section of the book contains miscellaneous docu-
ments joseph smiths positive 1842 characterization of william
and wilson law and an exchange of six letters from mayor joseph
smith to nauvoo legion major general wilson law cook does
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not indicate whether hehadchehadhe had access to the originals of these items
in joseph smiths 1842 journal book of the law of the lord
or used dean C jesseesjessesJessees transcription of the letters in papers of
joseph smitasmithsmitb 2407 17.17

generally this books index is comprehensive cook provides
detailed biographical topical subdescriptionsdescriptionssub to guide the reader
to specifics however a few omissions and mistakes detract from
the indexsinders utility for instance there is a contradiction in the index
entry for revelation on plural marriage see entry on p 160

the index asserts wilson law claims original 1843 revela-
tion was much longer emphasis added on pages 128 29 the
reader finds the exact opposite 1 I remember distinctly that
the original 1843 revelation given me by hyrum was MUCH
SHORTER emphasis in original

the cloth cover is handsome but the dust jacket design has
a serious weakness a backdrop photograph of law not included
anywhere else in the book is obscured by a dark purple back-
ground with gold lettering 8

still I1 highly recommend this book william law is a worth-
while presentation of the oppositions rationale for opposing the
critical doctrinal developments of the prophets last years the vari-
ety of william law related documents brought together in this
book provides substantial historical meat useful in understand-
ing the mindsetmindret of these dissenters in nauvoo

NOTES

his most noteworthy works include the following with andrew F ehat
eds the words of josephofjoseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo
discourses of the prophetiosephprophet joseph orem utah grandin book 1991 with don-
ald Q cannon eds far west record minutes of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
latter day saints 183018441830 1844 salt lake city deseret book 1983 the revela-
tions of the prophetjosepbprophet joseph A historical and biographical commentary of the
doctrine and covenants salt lake city deseret book 1985joseph1985 joseph smith and
the law of consecration orem utah keepsake paperbacks 1991 joseph C

kingsbury A biography orem utah grandin book 1985 with milton V back-
man jr eds kirtland elders quorum record 183618411836 1841 orem utah
grandin book 1985 and aaronjobnsonaaron johnson correspondence orem utah center
for research of mormon origins 1990
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2seeaseeee lyndon W cook william law nauvoo dissenter BYU studies 22
winter 1982 47 72

3thisthisathis book was originally published in 1981 by seventysSeventys mission book
store four years later in april 1985 deseret book republished in a corrected
edition revelations of the propbetjosephprophet joseph smith

see scott G kenney ed wilfordwiford woodruff s journal 9 vols salt lake
city signature books 1983 85 2169

5seeaseeee scott H faulring ed an american prophets record the diaries
andjournalsand journals of ofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city signature books 1989 19192191 92
and dean C jessee ed the papers of joseph smith 2 vols salt lake city
deseret book 1992 22532253542255542.2535422535454

secseeee lyndon W cook brotherjosephbrotherBrothe josephrjoseph Is truly a wonderful man he Is all
we could wish a prophet to be pre 1844 letters of william law BYU studies
20 winter 1980 207 18 the subtitle of this article is curious since all of the let-
ters are pre 1841 versus pre 1844 these letters are reproduced from manu-
scripts in the archives division historical department the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city

7the71beathe interview was published in thejulythe july 31 1887 issue of the salt lake
daily tribune

an unobstructed copy of the photograph is found in cooks william law
nauvoo dissenter BYU studies 22 winter 1982 50
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